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DAVID DUKE
Honorable Mayor Lambert; distinguished members of the City
Council; City Supervisor Gary Riedner; and most importantly, the
citizens of Moscow. It is a privilege to present our annual police
department report for 2013 to highlight the service achievements
of those who protect and serve this community daily.
Community policing strategies and programs were the highlight
of 2013. As you read this report you will see that innovative
preventative programs were instituted; our COPS grant Traffic
and School Resource Officer specialty positions were engaged
with multiple community partners; and a volunteer reserve officer
program was reinstituted.

Mission Statement
The Moscow Police
Department's mission is to
provide public safety services
that are designed to fairly,
efficiently, and effectively
prevent crime and safeguard
lives and property. We will
provide professional police
services by inviting public
participation resulting in a
community atmosphere where
citizens are free of unnecessary
regulation and are treated with
dignity and respect. Our
personnel will maintain high
ethical standards, training, and
professional development. Our
goal is to provide a community
that is safe, secure and a pleasant
place to live and visit.

Training remained an essential priority; and with the support of
the City Council, additional funding was granted to focus on
leadership, ethics, active shooter, cybercrimes and the
enhancement of fundamental interactive skills. The marked police
fleet continued to transform to the novel black and white paint
scheme with a complimentary community response.
The department continues to assess our delivery of service
through a citizen survey from those who call for police-related
assistance. Responses are tabulated and feedback evaluated to
improve customer service expectations. The following chart
provides a representation of returned surveys for the last six years
that were either rated excellent or good:
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An organizational vision was developed during 2013 continuing
the “Good to Great” premise with an emphasis on excellence
which is exemplified on the left.

VISION
We envision the Moscow Police
Department as a dedicated partner
to those we serve to reduce crime
and its associated fear; advocate
community civility; deliver
exceptional municipal policing
initiatives; and to endeavor
unvaryingly as a responsible,
innovative, ethical and accredited
agency. We shall be devoted to
excellence in all mission aspects
ensuring the highest quality
customer service by way of
accountability and community
involvement. Through this vision
we will always strive to:

Our mission of protecting our
community with commitment, honor,
and integrity is encompassed by an
exceptional group of men and women
who uphold an array of preeminent
ethical and moral principles represented
in our Code of Conduct. The challenges
faced during the year started with the devastating death of a
college student from hypothermia, followed
by addressing the abusive alcohol culture
within the college environment, drug
related robberies, and an influx of
vehicle prowls which were transformed
into opportunities for mission successes.
Selected department accomplishments I
would like to share with you for 2013 are listed on the ensuing
pages for your review.

• Provide optimum public safety
and security to enhance the
quality of life in our community;
• Foster trusting, caring
partnerships with the community
in all its diversity;
• Develop effective
communications within our
organization and with those we
serve;
• Assure a collaborative, equitable,
and safe work environment,
allowing for the professional
development of employees to
their fullest potential;
• Inspire training and lifelong
learning; and
• Attain and utilize resources
competently and conscientiously.
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• 2013 CITIZEN POLICE ACADEMY
The
Moscow
Police
Department hosted our
thirteenth annual Citizen
Police Academy from
January to April 2013. In
the spirit of community
policing, the Academy
continued to provide an
excellent opportunity for
citizens to meet and get to
know officers personally
and their commitment to
the community. Resident
attendees acquired an indepth view at how their
police department operates
and achieved a better
understanding of what is actually involved within day-to-day police operations. Participants
attend classes over a period of ten weeks with instruction in Police History, Patrol Duties, Crime
Scene Investigations and Firearms Training, to name a few. The 2013 session had 25 community
and university members who completed the program and graduated on April 10, 2013.
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• COMMUNITY ORIENTED POLICE (COPS) GRANT

.

The City of Moscow was chosen through a competitive grant process to receive a Community
Oriented Policing Services (COPS) grant award in October 2011 for $420,734 to hire two
additional police officers for a period of three years. By accepting this award, the City of
Moscow guarantees continued employment for the duration of the grant and at least one year
after the grant funding ends. The department continued in our second of three years of Federal
funding during 2013:

 SCHOOL RESOURCE OFFICER – OFFICER PHIL GRAY
The mission of our COPS grant-funded School Resource Officer is to
work in conjunction with the local elementary and secondary schools
and other service agencies to provide a positive and safe environment
for our students to learn and socialize. The School Resource Officer’s
(SRO) focus is on community interests within the school system. The
officer, while in school, is involved in a variety of functions aimed at
prevention. The SRO is a resource for students, parents, teachers and
administration regarding criminal justice issues. The SRO is also linked
with local agencies that provide preventive and counseling services
within the school district. Working hand-in-hand with the principal in
each school, the SRO assists with finding solutions to problems affecting school age children. To
enhance Moscow Police Department’s efforts to reach at-risk youth, the SRO will utilize social
media and mobile technologies to include Facebook for maintaining an interactive dialog.
The SRO position furthers community partnerships by building a stronger team to problem solve
in areas that have been identified by our community as of utmost importance. To do this our
SRO works under what is called the “triad-concept of policing.” This concept occurs when our
SRO acts as an Educator, Counselor, and Law Enforcement Officer within the school
environment. This can encompass a variety of activities such as:
•

Problem Solver & Liaison to the Community: The
SRO is a resource for citizens who may have
questions relating to students. By working closely in
the student community, the SRO is enabled to find
problem areas.

•

Law Enforcement Specialist: The SRO is a sworn
peace officer certified by the Idaho Peace Officer
Standards and Training Council. The SRO receives
additional training that is specific to the school
position.
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•

Safety Advisor: The SRO and school administrators work together providing a safe
environment for school-aged children. The SRO assists the schools in developing crisis plans
and evacuation procedures that are a safety concern.

•

Counselor/Mentor: By working with the students, the SRO is able to establish a rapport with
them. SRO’s are very approachable and become a source for questions and advice.

School Resource Officer Gray works in collaboration with the Moscow School District, Latah
County Youth Advocacy Council as a board member, Alternatives to Violence on the Palouse,
Youth Services and Child Protection Services to provide a safe, educational learning
environment. The SRO’s other duties encompass crime prevention where he works in
partnership with area businesses to reduce offenses such as vandalism and graffiti and to educate
and assist in any other crime prevention matters. The SRO also oversees the Citizen Police
Academy.
SRO Gray is a Drug Recognition Expert (DRE) and is certified by the International Association
of Chiefs of Police. He takes part in Juvenile Justice Meetings hosted by Moscow School
District #281, where he has presented information on drugs; drug abuse, trends, and
paraphernalia; bullying; and video game addiction. SRO Gray is a member of the youth
attendance court, which meets monthly and deals with students that have poor attendance
coupled with poor grades.

 TRAFFIC OFFICER – CORPORAL WILL KRASSELT
The mission of the Moscow Police Department’s COPS grant-funded
Traffic Officer is to address multimodal vehicle and pedestrian traffic
issues using education, environmental, engineering, and enforcement
systems. The Moscow Police Department provides traffic safety
services to our local residents, to our University of Idaho campus
colleagues, to regional commuters, and to a multitude of seasonal
visitors.
Corporal Will Krasselt was selected to replace Officer Bruce Lovell
when he was promoted to corporal in March of 2013. Corporal
Krasselt is tasked with identifying areas in Moscow with traffic issues
and works with the City of Moscow Street and Engineering
Departments on implementing solutions. Corporal Krasselt also works
in conjunction with the Idaho Transportation Department (ITD) traffic enforcement programs
such as driving while impaired, seat belt and aggressive driving mobilizations. These programs
are a great benefit to the community. In addition to the ITD enforcement programs, Corporal
Krasselt works directly with the federally-funded “Safe Routes to School Program.” This
program is designed to develop individual travel plans for elementary and middle school children
to ensure student safety for those walking or biking to and from school.
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Corporal Krasselt works directly with the Moscow
School District and the University of Idaho to raise
awareness of pedestrians and bicycles as they share
the road with the motoring public. Over 15% of the
City’s commuters either walk or bike to work or
school which is much higher than the national
average. Most of the university students live offcampus and commute daily by walking, bicycling or
driving.

• MULTIDISCIPLINARY COMMUNITY POLICING PROGRAMS
 LATAH COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH COURT
In July of 2012, Latah County 2nd District Court received the first
referral into a new mental health court, a program that seeks to provide
a judicial alternative to offenders whose crimes are caused by mental
illness. Local criminal justice partners have campaigned for and
coordinated the implementation of a mental health court over the
last two years. This class of special needs court provides a resource
for offenders to seek treatment rather than continue to cycle through
the courts and jails. Placing someone with mental illness in an
environment such as a jail or prison does not address the underlying
causes for offending and does not provide prescribed treatment to
address mental volatility. The court has been funded through the Idaho
Statewide Drug Court and Mental Health Court Coordinating Committee since July 2012.
Mental Health Court offers local control, efficiency, accountability and judicial oversight.
Potential candidates for court are determined
through collaboration with defense attorneys,
prosecutors, law enforcement and judges. In
order to be accepted, candidates must first be
evaluated to determine their mental health. Five
qualifying diagnoses are major depression,
schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, schizoaffective
disorder and delusional disorder. Antisocial and
borderline personality disorders do not qualify.
Once accepted, participants have access to a
treatment provider, cognitive behavioral group counseling, vocational support and psychiatrists
contracted through the State. They must report to court weekly for a status review. While drug
court is available for those accused of felonies, mental health court is also available for
misdemeanor offenses. Participants spend an average of two years in the program, which can
cost up to $10,000 per client, as opposed to the $20,000 the State spends annually to keep an
inmate incarcerated.
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The Latah County Mental Health Court has the capacity to attend to ten clients at one time. The
court meets every Monday to provide guidance and direction. Lt. Kwiatkowski is our department
representative who provides current client contact information and a law enforcement
assessment. Since January 1, 2013, twenty clients have been screened and, of those, nine
were admitted. At the end of the 2013, all nine are currently active in the program.

 LATAH COUNTY DRUG COURT
Lieutenant Kwiatkowski continues to bring the law enforcement perspective to drug court as our
department representative. This court meets bi-monthly to manage drug-related client cases.
Through this valuable community policing initiative, the department assists Probation and Parole
with random curfew checks and home searches, to name a few; but our most important role is
our input to the court in reference to our daily interactions with clients.
The court consists of several disciplines; psychologists, social workers, and attorneys. Each of
these professionals offers a different point of view to issues that are brought to the table. Drug
Court corporate knowledge is based on the input from all of the law enforcement agencies
partnered through Whitcom. As with the Mental Health Court, the department provides the court
with valuable information on clients’ recent involvement with law enforcement.
For many of the clients of Drug Court this is possibly their last chance at changing their lives.
The program had 16 clients at the beginning of 2013. During the year the court screened 23
applicants with 16 being admitted. Eight clients graduated from the program and 11 were
terminated for failure to meet the requirements of the court. At the end of 2013, 13 clients
remain engaged in the court program.
One year of treatment and supervising a Drug Court client costs $4,500. When contrasted to
housing an inmate in the county jail at $18,500 per year or $20,000 in the state prison system,
this program demonstrates its value and outstanding accomplishment. The police department’s
commitment to the Latah County Drug Court is positive and helps ensure its success.
 PALOUSE ANTI-CRIME TEAM
Teamwork between the regional law enforcement
agencies is collaborated through the Palouse Anti-Crime
Team (PACT). This partnership began in 1993 through a
need for interoperability and coordinated response
between agencies and dispatch centers following several
major police incidents in Moscow and Pullman.
Through PACT, agencies share opportunities for training,
interchange equipment and resources, and impart
expertise to one another. One achievement associated
with this professional partnership in 2013 was a regional
“Special Response Team” training and exercises.
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The Moscow Police Department currently manages executive meetings. Partners include the
Latah County Sheriff’s Office, Pullman Police Department, Whitman County Sheriff’s Office,
Washington State University Police and Colfax Police Department. The Lewiston Police
Department started attending meeting in 2013 and showed an interest in continuing in this
concerted effort.
This combined team enhances regional cohesion and effectiveness. Agency executives meet once
a quarter with weekly meetings between the Moscow Police Department and the Latah County
Sheriff’s Office.

 QUAD CITIES DRUG TASK FORCE
Cooperative investigation between criminal justice agencies has proven to increase their
effectiveness in the battle against illegal drug manufacture, delivery, possession and use. Since
1988 the Moscow Police Department has partnered with law enforcement agencies and
prosecuting attorney offices in Nez Perce County, Latah County, Asotin County, Whitman
County and Garfield County, as well as the Nez Perce Tribe, Washington State University, and
the Washington State Patrol to collaborate in the investigation and prosecution of drug offenses
in their respective jurisdictions.

Photo Courtesy of Lewiston Tribune
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To continue this collaboration and enhance multijurisdictional effectiveness across geographical
boundaries, the Quad Cities Drug Task Force entered into a new interlocal agreement in 2012.
With the resignation of Corporal Rodney Wolverton in January, Corporal Dustin Blaker was
assigned to the Task Force on February 4, 2013 and reinforces our commitment to the continued
success of this vital counterdrug effort. Corporal Blaker was responsible for the following felony
investigations and arrest of offenders who were actively engaged in criminal activities in
Moscow in 2013:












Delivery/Trafficking of Methamphetamine: two offenders
Delivery/Trafficking of Heroin: one offender
Delivery/Trafficking of Cocaine: one offender
Delivery/Trafficking of MDMA: three offenders
Principle To Delivery/Trafficking of MDMA: one offender
Delivery/Trafficking of LSD: one offender
Principle To Delivery/Trafficking of LSD: one offender
Deliver/Trafficking of Marijuana: two offenders
Principle To Delivery/Trafficking Marijuana: one offender
Robbery: one offender
Fugitive Warrants: one offender

 SAFE COMMUNITY OFFENDER ACCOUNTABILITY PROGRAM (SCOAP)
The Moscow Police Department and Region II Probation and
Parole signed a memorandum of understanding to initiate a “Safe
Community Offender Accountability Program” (SCOAP) in April
of 2013. This collaborative program enhances the effectiveness of
our law enforcement mission efforts to protect citizens from
victimization by focusing on repeat offenders, thereby improving
public safety and the quality of community life.
Offenders on probation or parole, living in our neighborhoods and
working in our local businesses require supervision and guidance
to keep focused on the ultimate goal of overcoming the criminal
or prohibited influences that involved them in the criminal justice system. Probation and parole
officers assist offenders in meeting this goal and enforce individual requirements as set forth by
courts and the Commission of Pardons and Parole.
The focus of SCOAP is to encourage those on probation and parole to successfully complete
their treatment and/or community designated directives. SCOAP teams direct their efforts on
high risk offenders, domestic batterers, sex offenders, and nuisance offenders who continue to
cause problems, and those who have warrants for their arrest. The benefits of this policeprobation coalition include:
•
•
•
•
•
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Increased sharing of information between our agencies;
Faster detection of probation violations;
Enhanced safety for Moscow and Probation & Parole Officers;
Effective and efficient use of department resources; and
Better outcomes for offenders and their families.
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The department assigns a trained patrol officer to work with Region II Probation & Parole a total
of eight hours a month during two evening shifts between the hours of 8 pm and midnight.
Officer Marie Miller, Officer Jay Waters, Officer Kyle Pisula, and Officer Craig Preston were
department SCOAP volunteer team members during 2013. Lt. Paul Kwiatkowski is the
department point of contact, oversees the program, and ensures the required training and
reporting documents are completed.
To accomplish the goals of the program and encourage offenders to successfully complete the
terms of their probation or parole, SCOAP team members perform home visits, bar checks,
offender surveillance, community and employer contacts and warrant investigations. Through
this collaborative team approach we should effectively reduce the re-offense rate locally, help
offenders and their families find the community resources they need for accountability, and make
our community safer.

 SOBER GRADUATION
The Moscow School District, Moscow Volunteer Fire Department, Moscow Ambulance
Company, Moscow Police Department and Life Flight partnered for the second annual Sober
Graduation Program on May 16th. This program is an effective anti-DUI program targeting high
school seniors to raise their awareness of the dangers of drinking and driving. As spring
activities and celebrations mark the end of the school
year with events such as graduation celebrations and
proms, local public safety leaders resolved to bring this
life-saving program to our community to emphasize
driver and peer responsibility.
The Program includes a presentation on the dangers of
driving impaired and a static display which incorporates
a two-vehicle traffic collision involving a drunk driver,
a fatality, and multiple injuries.
With the assistance of a local Moscow wrecker
company, two previously damaged vehicles were staged in the Joseph Street Ball Fields Parking
Lot. Students were bused to the scene and observed first responders in action as vehicle
occupants were extricated, one critical patient airlifted, and the driver responsible for the
collision arrested for drunk driving. Making it as realistic as possible, this community-based
awareness program provides real life retrospectives of the dangers and consequences of drinking
and driving to our community high school students who are at risk during year-end school
activities.
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 TAKE 25

Take 25 is a grassroots safety initiative created in honor of National Missing Children’s Day by
the National Center for Missing and Exploited Children. National Missing Children’s Day serves
as an annual reminder that there are thousands of children who are still missing and stresses the
importance of making child protection a national priority. The campaign encourages parents to
take 25 minutes to talk to their children about safety and ways to prevent abduction. The first
line of defense to keep our children safer is education and open communication. With a focus on
prevention, Take 25 provides free safety resources including safety tips, conversation starters,
and event planning guides to help communities host local events.
In 2013, the Police Department partnered with Fraternal
Order of Police Lodge #149 to bring this program to the
Moscow Community for the first time. A theater was set
up in a trailer and a table was staffed during the Officer
Newbill Kids Safety Fair on June 1st. Videos were shown
to attentive children while brochures and Take 25
discussions were provided by law enforcement to
parents. An example of one of the resources distributed
during this event was “Twenty-Five Ways to Make Kids
Safe”:
AT HOME






Teach children their full name, address, and home telephone number. Make sure they know
your full name.
Make sure children know how to reach you at work or on your cell phone.
Teach children how and when to use 911, and make sure they have a trusted adult to call if
they’re scared or have an emergency.
Instruct children to keep the doors locked and not to open doors to talk to anyone when they
are home alone.
Choose babysitters with care. Once you have chosen the caregiver, drop in unexpectedly to
see how your children are doing. Ask children about their experience and listen carefully to
their responses.
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GOING TO AND FROM SCHOOL
 Walk or drive the route to and from school with
children, pointing out landmarks and safe places
to go if they’re being followed or need help.
 Remind children to take a friend whenever they
walk or bike to school and to stay with a group
at the bus stop.
 Caution children never to accept a ride from
anyone unless you have told them it is okay to
do so in each instance.
OUT AND ABOUT
 Take children on a walking tour of the
neighborhood, and tell them whose homes they may visit without you.
 Teach children to ask permission before leaving home.
 Remind children not to walk or play alone outside.
 Remind children it’s okay to say no to anything that makes them feel scared, uncomfortable,
or confused. Teach children to tell you if anything or anyone makes them feel this way.
 Teach children to never approach a vehicle, occupied or not, unless they are accompanied by
a parent, guardian, or other trusted adult.
 Practice “what-if” situations and ask children how they would respond. “What if you fell off
your bike and you needed help? Who would you ask?”
 Teach children to check in with you if there is a change of plans.
 During family outings, establish a central, easy-to-locate spot to meet should you get
separated.
 Teach children how to locate help in public places. Identify people who they can ask for help,
such as uniformed law enforcement, security guards, and store clerks with nametags.
 Help children learn to recognize and avoid potential risks, so that they can deal with them if
they happen.
 Teach children that if anyone tries to grab them, they should make a scene and make every
effort to get away by kicking, screaming, and resisting.
ON THE NET
 Learn about the Internet. Visit www.NetSmartz.org for more information about Internet
safety.
 Place the family computer in a common area, rather than a child’s bedroom. Monitor their
time spent online and the websites they’ve visited, and establish rules for Internet use.
 Know what other access children have to the Internet at school, libraries, or friends’ homes.
 Use privacy settings on social networking sites to limit contact with unknown users, and
make sure screen names don’t reveal too
much about children.
 Encourage children to tell you if anything
they encounter online makes them feel sad,
scared, or confused.
 Caution children not to post revealing
information or inappropriate photos of
themselves or their friends online.
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 ALIVE AT 25

“Alive at 25 seriously opened
my eyes to all the possibilities
that can happen while on the
road, and how to prevent
them. I seriously recommend
it to everyone.”
Natalie Krick – Genesee
Alive at 25 is a young driver intervention program
developed by the National Safety Council for drivers
between 14 and 24 years of age. Alive at 25 was
implemented in Idaho in 2010. This course is a 4.5
hour program that focuses on the decision making
processes and behaviors that young drivers and
passengers display in a motor vehicle and is designed
to prevent the number one killer of teens, automobile
crashes.
Alive at 25 is taught exclusively by law enforcement
officers who hold candid conversations with students
about what can happen if they practice risky behavior
or make other poor decisions in an automobile. This
highly interactive program encourages young drivers
between the ages of 14 and 24 to take responsibility
for their driving behavior.
Locally, Alive at 25 is taught by three MPD Officers,
Cpl. Art Lindquist, Cpl. Bruce Lovell and Officer Phil
Gray. Together, they taught 11 classes to 129 local
youth drivers. Plans for 2014 include partnering with
the Latah County Youth Advocacy Council to bring
the program to outlying schools and communities.
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• PRESCRIPTION DRUG DISPOSAL PROGRAM

The Moscow Police Department partnered with
the
Moscow
Sustainable
Environment
Commission and researched, developed, and
initiated a “Turn In Prescription Medication
Program” in May of 2010. This progressive
program accepts both prescription and nonprescription medication for proper disposal.
The purpose of this program attends to two
essential concerns; the first being the prevention
of prescription drug abuse and the second being
the proper disposal of unused medications:


Prescription drug abuse amongst our teenagers is high. Recent studies show that
prescribed and non-prescribed medications are the second most commonly abused drugs
by teenagers. The majority of these drugs are obtained from the home. Misuse and abuse
of any type of medication can have serious consequences including overdoses or even
death.



In addition to addressing the issue of abuse, medications are also being accepted to
ensure that their disposal is done in an environmentally-safe manner. When medications
are disposed of improperly by flushing them down the toilet or throwing in the trash, the
chemicals can affect our water resources. Recent studies have shown trace amounts of
free-flowing pharmaceutical waste in lakes, rivers, and streams.

This program is an excellent opportunity for citizens to clean out their medicine cabinets and
dispose of any unwanted drugs in a safe manner. Disposing of unwanted medications will
eliminate the potential for abuse and accidental ingestion. Medications are accepted at the
Moscow Police Department between the hours of 8:00 am to 5:00 pm, Monday through Friday.
In 2010 this program went out into the community and collections were made at three
community events. The first collection was held at the Senior Fair at the Palouse Mall on June
1st. The second event where a collection site was sponsored was at the Sixth Annual Officer
Newbill Kids Safety Fair on Saturday, June 5, 2010. The Moscow Police Department and the
City of Moscow Sustainable Environment Commission teamed up with the U.S. Department of
Justice and the Drug Enforcement Administration during the National Take Back Initiative. The
event was held at the Farmers Market on Saturday, September 25, 2010. During the eight
months of 2010 the prescription drug turn in program collected 152 pounds and one ounce of
drugs.
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During 2011, the department participated in two U.S. Department of
Justice Drug Enforcement Administration “National Take Back
Initiatives.” On Saturday, April 28th and on Saturday, October 29th, the
department partnered with the Moscow Sustainable Environment
Commission, the Latah County Youth Advocacy Council, the Idaho
Nursing Association, the Idaho Department of Health and Welfare, and
the Office of Mayor Chaney at the Farmers Market. One additional
collection occurred during the Eighth Annual Officer Newbill Kids Safety Fair at Eastside
Market Place on June 2nd. For 2011, 138 pounds and one ounce of prescription drugs were
collected.
During 2012, the department again participated in two U.S. Department of Justice “National
Prescription Drug Take Back Initiatives”; one on April 28th and the second on September 29th.
The department also provided our community members the opportunity to turn in prescription
drugs during the Officer Newbill Kids Safety Fair on June 2nd. In all, 229 pounds of prescription
drugs were collected in 2012.
For 2013, the department continued our partnership with the DEA
and participated in both U.S. Department of Justice “National
Prescription Drug Take Back Initiatives”; the first on April 27th
and the second on October 26, 2013 during the Farmers Market.
Expanding our community outreach, we took our portable
prescription drop box to the Officer Lee Newbill Safety Fair on
June 1st, the “National Night Out Against Crime” at Applebee’s on
August 6th, and during the Latah County Fair from September 12th
through the 15th. In all, 429 pounds of prescription drugs were
collected in 2013.
Once the prescription drugs are collected they are transported to
Spokane, Washington and incinerated. This cooperative effort
between the City and the community has been a remarkable
accomplishment to both protect our environment and impede the
abuse of prescription drugs throughout our area.

• CITY AUCTION
The department organized three internet-based auctions during 2013 to
recycle surplus equipment the City no longer needs. The spring online
auction occurred from April 23rd through the 30th with 130 items being
auctioned, generating $17,148.36.42 in revenue after expenses. The summer
auction occurred from July 23rd through the 30th with 95 items auctioned and
generating $3,317.06 in revenue after expenses. The fall auction occurred from November 12 th
through 19th when $8,314.09 in revenue was collected after expenses from 193 items auctioned.
The online process using Public Surplus continues to demonstrate a more efficient use of
resources since it was implemented in 2005. By reaching more customers, the majority of surplus
equipment that would have previously been thrown away is now being reused or renovated
instead of being placed into landfills.
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• OFFICER NEWBILL KIDS SAFETY FAIR
The 9th Annual Officer Newbill Kids
Safety Fair was held on June 1st at the
Eastside Marketplace from 10 am to 2
pm. The City of Moscow and the
Moscow Police Department partner with
other
sponsoring
agencies
and
organizations to schedule this event each
year. This event is free to the public and
is one of the department’s keynote
community policing efforts directed toward children’s
safety and education. Activities at the Safety Fair included:
















Child Digital IDs and Fingerprint Kits, DNA Kits.
Take 25 Internet Safety
Gun Safety – 153 gun locks distributed
Bicycle Rodeo Safety Training.
Bicycle Inspections by Paradise Creek Bicycles.
Prescription Drug Turn-In Program.
SHIELD & WHALE Child Safety Stickers
Car Seat Safety Checks:

60 seats were inspected.

17 new child seats distributed.

Five safety seat technicians trained.
Bike helmet fitting and allocation:

520 children’s helmets were distributed.

40 coupons for helmets by Paradise Creek.
Bike helmet decorating.
Fire safety and education by the MVFD.
Emergency vehicle displays and demonstrations.
Two Life Flight helicopter landings and takeoffs.
Rotary Club & Food Services of America snacks.

Partners of the event include the City of Moscow, Eastside
Marketplace, Safe Routes to School, Paradise Creek
Bicycles, Moscow-Pullman Daily News, Idaho State Parks
& Recreation, Gritman Medical Center, Rotary
International, Moscow Volunteer Fire Department, Z-FUN
106, Army National Guard, University of Idaho, Staples,
Northwest River Supply, Avista, Moscow Chamber of
Commerce, Kimberling Insurance Agency and Wells
Fargo.
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 NATIONAL NIGHT OUT
New for 2013 was our department hosting an annual National
Night Out, “America’s Night Out Against Crime.” This event
was held in Moscow’s Applebee’s parking lot from 6:00 – 9:00
p.m. on Tuesday, August 6th. Area businesses and volunteer
emergency services partnered with us to donate their time and
services and made this a fun, educational night for area
families. The following activities were included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Moscow Police Department provided a patrol car,
motorcycle and patrol bicycle as well as officers to visit
and help citizens check out their equipment.
Moscow Volunteer Ambulance provided blood pressure
checks.
Moscow Volunteer Fire Department brought two ladder
trucks and Sparky, the fire dog, much to the delight of the
community’s children.
Three car seat technicians were on hand for car seat
fittings.
Prescription Drug Turn In Program.
“Drunk goggles,” which included a bean bag toss game,
was a popular spot for all ages and provided some
“sobering” reality about judgment and excessive drinking.
Alive at 25 information landed 12 signups for our next
program.
Our local merchants went above and beyond in donating
prizes for our adult’s and children’s drawings.
McGruff the crime prevention dog “patrolled” as a
reminder that together we can take a “bite out of crime.”
Brochures and leaflets regarding crime prevention for all
ages were available.
Live radio station coverage from 6 - 8 p.m. – Bull Country
99.5 FM and MyRadio 102.5 FM.
Bicycle safety checks by Paradise Creek Bicycles.
Hot dogs, soda, water were donated by Wal-Mart,
Rosauers, Idaho Ice and Pepsi.
Our own Support Services staff prepared and packaged
over 200 bags of cotton candy.
Search and Rescue volunteers provided information and
displays about their services.
Gritman Medical Center provided health information with
an activity for families.
Volunteers from Whitcom, Old Navy and the City of
Moscow as well as Troy’s Distinguished Young Woman
Marissa Fry, helped with the event.
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• PERSONNEL RECOGNITION
 OFFICER OF THE YEAR AWARD FOR 2013 – OFFICER JUSTIN DEANE
Officer Justin Deane has been with the Moscow Police
Department since September 2008. He has proven
himself to be worthy of this prestigious award. Officer
Deane has developed into a reliable, independent
performer with unlimited potential.
Officer Deane’s commitment and dedication to
excellence has been demonstrated this past year in his
building of an extensive network of confidential
informants. He has spent hundreds of hours developing
informants who provide detailed information about
drugs use, sales and distribution. Officer Deane’s field
work and intelligence gathering has been an invaluable
asset to the department and Quad Cities Drug Task
Force. In addition to his exhaustive commitment to
working drug cases, Officer Deane has handled over 500
calls for service and made over 115 traffic stops.
He is a highly qualified individual who has a proven
record of performing his assignments at a level well
above expectations. Officer Deane sets the standard for
his contemporaries to follow. He can be counted on to be a team player and possesses selfconfidence that makes him a natural leader. Officer Deane performs all his duties in an efficient
manner and demonstrates a high degree of professional and ethical standards. He is the type of
officer we need patrolling our streets. Officer Deane takes the initiative to not only get the job
done but goes above and beyond the call of duty.
Officer Deane is an exceptional community policing officer.
He is enthusiastic, intelligent and dedicated to his career as a
Law Enforcement Officer. Officer Deane demonstrates daily
he is a goal oriented individual who is an invaluable asset to
not only the Moscow Police Department but to the citizens of
our community.
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 LIFE SAVING AWARDS


CORPORAL LINDSAY MCINTOSH AND OFFICER DAVID HATHAWAY

On Tuesday, July 23, 2013, Corporal McIntosh and Officer Hathaway responded to a medical
emergency call at 109 East Fourth Street in reference to an unconscious male, who was not breathing
because of a possible drug overdose. Upon arrival, both officers entered the apartment and found the
male on the floor. Based on their medical training it was determined the male was in respiratory
distress. Officer Hathaway immediately attached and monitored the AED while Cpl. McIntosh
attempted to open his airway and initiate artificial respirations. They provided lifesaving efforts until
the ambulance crew arrived who were able to administer the necessary medication to normalize the
male’s heart and respirations. Because of their quick actions and medical resuscitation efforts both
officers were credited with saving his life.



CORPORAL LINDSAY MCINTOSH AND OFFICER SHAINE GUNDERSON

On Friday, November 1, 2013, Corporal Lindsay McIntosh and Officer Shaine Gunderson responded
to a medical emergency call at the Palouse Hills Day School. A three year old child was found
unconscious, without a pulse and not breathing. When they arrived staff personnel were already
performing CPR on the child. Corporal McIntosh immediately stepped in to assist EMTs with
providing medical treatment to the child. Officer Gunderson attached the AED which indicated a
shock was necessary. After the first shock Officer Gunderson took over chest compressions. EMTs
were able to detect the child’s pulse and he began to breathe on his own. Both officers assisted the
EMTs in getting the child to Gritman Hospital. Upon arrival at the hospital the child was evaluated
and flown to Spokane for further treatment. Dr. Reiser, of the ER, stated as a result of the quick
actions of Officer Gunderson and Cpl. McIntosh the child’s life was saved.
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 PROMOTIONS
OFFICER BRUCE LOVELL: On Monday, March 18, 2013 Officer Bruce Lovell was promoted to the
rank of Police Corporal and assigned as a supervisor in the Operations
Division. Corporal Lovell’s collaborative involvement in mission
achievements, specifically in his COPS traffic officer specialty position, was
acknowledged during the testing process. Corporal Lovell’s selection was the
result of his authentic outlook toward achieving excellence in accountability,
increasing interdepartmental communications, building team cohesiveness,
and advocating a “community service” attitude toward organizational goals.

OFFICER CASEY GREEN: On Monday, September 2, 2013 Officer Casey Green was promoted to the
rank of Police Corporal and assigned as a supervisor in the Operations
Division. Corporal Green’s selection was the result of his unwavering
advocacy to our community-policing philosophy, fostering team
cohesiveness, exemplifying our core values in both words and action, an
inspiring attitude of perseverance, a vision of excellence in community
service, and personifying the highest standards of aptitude and accountability
within our profession.
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 COMMENDATIONS – OFFICER MITCH RUNNING
On Saturday, July 6, 2013, Officer Mitch Running was
dispatched to a call involving an intoxicated suicidal
individual. Upon arrival he discovered the residence
was dark and the doors and windows locked. Officer
Running continued to investigate and found an
individual sitting in the backyard holding a pistol.
Identifying himself as police officer, the individual
responded in an aggressive manner, standing up and
waiving the pistol. Although Officer Running gave the
individual direct commands to put the pistol down, he
ignored Officer Running and started to walk toward the
house where he laid the pistol just inside the door and
returned to the backyard. Understanding the gravity of
the situation Officer Running continued to talk with the
individual. At one point he decided he was going to go
back into the house. Knowing the consequence of letting
the individual get inside the house Officer Running
decided to act, jumping the fence, engaging the
individual, and restraining him until help arrived. Officer Running’s quick response more than
likely saved this individual from taking his own life. Officer Running’s commendable actions in
this volatile deadly encounter exhibited prodigious recognition on his part.

 IDAHO P.O.S.T. CERTIFICATES
Certificates and awards are presented by the Peace Officer Standards and Training Council for
the purpose of recognizing or raising the level of competence of law enforcement and to foster
cooperation among the Council, agencies, groups, organizations, jurisdictions, and individuals
within Idaho.
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ADVANCED CERTIFICATE

This certificate denotes officers have reached an advanced level of
expertise and knowledge within their chosen career. When awarded
this benchmark certificate, an officer has demonstrated their
commitment to mission objectives in respective advancement. To
receive this advanced certificate an officer must:
•

Possess an Intermediate Certificate;

•

Have a college degree from an accredited college or
university; and

•

Shall have served in law enforcement for a minimum of four years.
 On September 30, 2013 Officer Bill Shields was awarded his Advanced Certificate
after seven years of law enforcement experience with the department.
 On October 30, 2013 Officer Anthony Dahlinger was awarded his Advanced
Certificate after two years’ experience with our department and 4 1/2 years with the
Latah County Sheriff’s Office.
 On December 5th, 2013 Officer Jay Waters was awarded his Advanced Certificate
with six years with our department and seven years with the Latah County Sheriff’s
Office.



BASIC CERTIFICATE

This certificate denotes an officer has obtained the basic training requirements to be certified as a
peace officer in the State of Idaho. To receive this basic certificate an officer must:
•

Successfully complete the Basic Patrol Academy or approved
College Law Enforcement Program;

•

Complete six (6) months of a probationary period; and

•

Graduate from an approved Field Training Officer Program.
 On November 12, 2013 Officer Shaine Gunderson was
awarded his Basic Certificate.
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INSTRUCTOR CERTIFICATE

By statutory provisions of Idaho Code Title 19, Chapter 51, the Idaho
Peace Officer Standards and Training Council certifies instructors who
meet all requisite criteria in a specialized discipline.
 On October 9, 2013 Corporal Bruce Lovell was certified to
instruct Police Motorcycle.

 SPILLMAN APPLICATIONS ADMINISTER CERTIFICATE (SSA)
This is a Spillman certification for the record staff who administers Spillman software at an
agency. The certification course provides 16 credit hours to record managers who meet the
following requirements:


Successfully complete the required courses,



Gain the requite experience, and



Demonstrate by comprehensive examination a mastery of
knowledge and skills required for Spillman management.

 On September 20, 2013, Property Manager Mariah Atkinson
was awarded her Spillman Applications Administrator
certificate.

 COLLEGE DEGREE - MASTERS IN PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
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Although no specific undergraduate preparation is required for a Master of Public Administration
degree from the University of Idaho, all students must hold a Bachelor’s degree and complete the
following prerequisites before completion of the program: three credits in national or state
government and three credits in a statistics course. For the minimum of 30 credits required for
the M.P.A. degree, the student may use credits earned in approved courses taken at any of the
cooperating universities (University of Idaho, Idaho State University, and/or Boise State
University). At least 15 credits/5 courses are required in the following core courses:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Governmental Policy and Program Analysis
Administrative Law and Regulation
Public Administration (required)
Research Methods
Political Leadership
Public Organization Theory and Behavior
Budgeting in the Public Sector
Public Personnel Administration
Public Policy

At least 12 credits of approved electives or 12 credits in an approved area of emphasis are
required. Students may select a thesis or non-thesis option. The preparation and oral defense of
the thesis count as six credits in the area of emphasis. The non-thesis option requires
comprehensive exams in areas of public administration studies. In addition to the required 30
credits, a three-credit public service or non-profit internship will be required for those students
without appropriate work experience.
 On May 11, 2013, Officer Bill Shields was awarded his MPA from the University of
Idaho with a 3.9 GPA.
 On December 20, 2013, Officer Shawn Cothren was awarded his MPA from the
University of Idaho with a 3.8 GPA.
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 COLLEGE DEGREE – MASTER OF EDUCATION
This program provides an advanced professional and
foundational course that emphasizes teacher education.
Curriculum and Instruction Degree graduates
understand the principles of instruction, know a wide
variety of teaching strategies, and learn theories and
incorporate relevant technologies while teaching core
concepts, skills of inquiry, problem posing/solving,
collaboration, and communication to facilitate student
learning.
General Master of Education requirements include:





Leadership and Student Organizations
Supervising CTE Career and Technical Student Organizations
Career Guidance & Transitioning to Work
Principles and Philosophy of Career and Technical Education


And one of the following:
 Adult Learners: Foundations and Characteristics
 Adult and Transformational Learning
 Strategies for Facilitating Adult Learning

In addition to the above requirements, students seeking a Master of Education degree with an
emphasis in Curriculum and Instruction may complete additional coursework. Lt. Fry completed
classes in addition to core requirements such as:





Program Planning, Development and Evaluation
Organization Development
Organizational Leadership
Basics of Research

Students are given the option of selecting from three master projects. Graduates who obtain this
degree focus on careers as master teachers, curriculum specialists, administrators or supervisors.
 On August 2, 2013, Lt. James Dale Fry, Jr. was awarded his Master of Education –

Curriculum and Instruction degree from the University of Idaho with a 4.0 GPA.
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• SUPPLEMENTAL GRANTS


E-CITATION

Led by Lt. Dave Lehmitz, the department
applied for and was awarded a grant from
the Idaho Transportation Department in
August of 2012 for starting an e-Citation
program. The award was for $70,740 with
the City matching $17,740 for a total of
$88,480. Funds were dispersed in 2013
and used to purchase driver’s license and
vehicle registration readers and printers to
connect to the mobile data terminals in
our patrol vehicles. Currently, all citations
written are manually entered into the
MPD records management system by
records personnel. Once the citations are
entered into the system the citations are then hand-delivered to court. This process takes
approximately two (2) hours each day. It is estimated that after implementation of this e-Citation
system, the department will save one (1) hour per day and 260 hours per year of administrative
staff time at a cost of $8,036 per year.
The efficiency of implementing an e-Citation program is twofold:


It will not only reduce administrative staff time, but
will also reduce the amount of time each officer
spends at a traffic stop or in issuing misdemeanor
criminal citations. It is estimated an e-Citation
program will reduce the average traffic stop by five
(5) minutes and, in turn, would annually reduce 142
hours of officer time spent standing on the side of the
roadway writing citations and being exposed to the
hazards of passing traffic. This recuperated time will
be reinvested in more patrol time to assist the
department in accomplishing mission objectives.



In addition to saving valuable staff and officer time, an e-Citation program would also
significantly improve accuracy and legibility of citations in an electronic format.

The e-Citation equipment will scan driver’s licenses and vehicle registrations into software
loaded in the mobile data terminals. Officers will input the remaining required information and
print a copy of the citation for the violator. The data then will be electronically transferred to our
records system and also to the Latah Court for processing and disposition. This technology will
maximize patrol resources, enhance officer safety, and increase citation efficiency in time,
legibility and accuracy. Other benefits include more productive traffic patrols creating safer
streets and reducing accidents which impact our entire community’s quality of life by saving
money, time and lessening life altering injuries. A go-live date has been scheduled for February
24, 2014.
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 CHILD SAFETY SEAT
The Moscow Police Department has had a child
restraint program since 2003 with Officer Marie
Miller as the advocate for this program since its
inception. When first implemented, the department
provided a limited number of free or low cost child
safety restraints by soliciting donations from area
businesses and receiving child safety seats from the
2005 Idaho Chapter of the American Academy of
Pediatrics grant (ICAAP) and Safe Kids. In 2007
officers at the Moscow Police Department in
cooperation with Success by 6 of the Palouse,
Pullman Police Department, St. Joseph’s Regional
Medical Center and Asotin County Health Department organized the Palouse Region Child
Passenger Safety Team (PRCPS). Also in 2007, our department received the ICAAP grant. We
added new partners to our coalition, including Care Net of the Palouse, Palouse Pediatrics, and
Nimiipuu Health Services.
In 2008, the Moscow Police Department was
able to offer, for the first time, a technician
available to conduct safety restraint checks and
one-on-one educational sessions during business
hours. The Moscow Police Department also has
technicians
available
after
hours
by
appointment.

The Moscow Police Department was awarded another ICAAP grant in 2012 receiving $9,200 in
funding. With this grant funding, 119 child safety seats were purchased and eight child restraint
technicians were trained.
In 2013, the department was awarded another ICAAP grant for $9,200. With the allocated grant
funding the department purchased 143 child safety seats and trained another six technicians.
This safety program reduces the barrier of costs to parents, grandparents and other child
guardians by providing child safety seats at no cost to qualifying low income community
members. The safety seat technicians install or check for proper installation so our infants and
children are well protected while being transported in a motor vehicle. The Palouse Child Safety
Restraint Team is actively distributing child safety restraints at the Moscow Police Department,
James Toyota Car Dealership, Success by 6 of the Palouse, St. Joseph’s Regional Medical
Center, Gritman Medical Center, and Care Net of the Palouse.
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 ITD MOBILIZATIONS

The department again partnered with the Idaho Transportation Department (ITD) in 2013 to
reduce deaths, serious injuries and economic loss as the result of traffic collisions as part of the
Strategic Highway Safety Plan (SHSP). ITD provides grant funding to support these
enforcement efforts by paying for assigned overtime enforcement hours and/or traffic
enforcement equipment for regular duty dedicated mobilization enforcement. In our
memorandum of understanding the department will:


Provide an officer with appropriate equipment (vehicle, radar, etc.) on a paid overtime
basis to enforce impaired driving, aggressive driving, safety restraint, school zones,
distracted driving, and multimodal bicycle, pedestrian, motorcycle laws with an emphasis
as designated by the Office of Highway Safety.



An officer may also work regular duty hours dedicated to the Traffic Enforcement
Mobilizations. These hours can be counted toward funding the purchase of traffic safety
equipment on a reimbursement basis for satisfactory enforcement performance. Hours
recorded must be dedicated enforcement hours used specifically towards designated focus
areas listed above.



Publicize the enforcement effort to increase effectiveness by working with local media
contacts to increase the awareness of enforcement efforts.

During
2013,
the
department
participated in ten (10) ITD
mobilizations receiving grant funding
of $21,058. This funding is pivotal to
enhance the department’s efforts in
facilitating the safe and efficient
movement of vehicular, bicycle and
pedestrian traffic throughout the City.
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• UNIVERSITY OF IDAHO COLLABORATION
The City continued providing contracted campus
community policing services in 2013 under an
agreement which went into effect on October 1,
2010 for a term that runs through June 30, 2014,
with the opportunity to renew for up to six (6)
years.
Under the $993,810 contracted funds provided
to the City in FY 13, the department provided a
police commander, two dedicated campus
community police officers, three operations
campus officers and a detective. The Campus
Division operates out of the Idaho Commons building which is located in the center of the
University of Idaho campus. The Campus Division’s scope of law enforcement contracted
services included: responding to and investigating criminal activity; providing campus
community outreach by the department staff to campus constituents including students, staff and
faculty; weekly review and planning meetings
with other security and University staff;
dignitary
safeguarding;
establishing
a
collaborative presence at the Commons
substation; preventative patrols; and at least
three annual special emphasis patrols.
Dedicated patrols may include vehicle, bicycle
or foot patrols, as required. This interactive
partnership with the University of Idaho
supports a campus environment which
engenders a safe and fun place to study, work,
live, and recreate.
 COUNTERACTING UNDERAGE DRINKING WITHIN THE COLLEGE COMMUNITY
On February 14, 2013, President Nellis commissioned an alcohol task force to evaluate
university policies regarding alcohol and to examine factors that could be changed to improve
campus safety with regard to substance abuse. The Campus Division was invited to participate
on this task force. Task force members met each week during the spring semester engaging in a
broad review of nationally recognized research, an examination of local campus risk factors, and
discussion of strategies to reduce high-risk behavior.
Task Force members identified primary goals to include the following:
•
•
•

•
•

Reduction of alcohol-related harm.
Reduction of high-risk binge drinking.
Reduction of alcohol related incidences of underage consumption and open container
violation.
Increased accountability through enforcement strategies and policy changes.
Change in social norms of alcohol use on campus and in the community.
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Task Force recommendations for these goals included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Allocate funding for staff and resources to
implement Alcohol and Other Drugs (AOD)
efforts.
Substantially increase student alcohol use
assessments through brief screening processes in
living groups.
Implement a brief student alcohol screening
process at Student Health Services.
Conduct more comprehensive research on UI
student use and abuse behavior.
Extend jurisdiction of the Student Code of Conduct to off-campus behavior.
Create a Campus/Community coalition to address substance abuse issues and safety
issues.
Establish agreements with Gritman Medical Center so that information regarding student
admissions related to substance abuse can be shared with the UI.
Focus on alcohol education programs and strategies that are proven to be effective.
Change or eliminate low impact or ineffective programs.
Increase bystander intervention programs that address high-risk behavior with the
Green Dot program and an Alcohol Bystander Intervention program.
Establish a system of sanctions for groups that are responsible for creating high-risk
behavior.
Review effectiveness of Court Permitted Diversion Program/Criminal Justice System.
Implement a positive social norms campaign.
Conduct outcome studies on the “Think About It” program.
Review residence hall alcohol enforcement practices.

These recommendations will be a guide for the 2014 school year. Some will require additional
development and will be assigned to teams who will move these recommendations to
implementation. Changing cultures and reducing risk factors is important complex and often
slow work. One or two initiatives will simply not address the complex factors that make alcohol
consumption such a popular cultural activity. Our society generally glamorizes the use of alcohol
and the alcohol beverage industry spends millions of dollars promoting its use. The department is
an unswerving partner with the university to assist in these goals and address the dangers and
deadly behavior associated with alcohol and drug abuse.
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• IDAHO CHIEFS OF POLICE REACCREDITATION
During December of 2002 the department was acknowledged by the
Idaho Chiefs of Police Association (ICOPA) by having met all 94
professional standards required by their association to be
accredited. The department was the fifth agency in Idaho to be
recognized for this exceptional accomplishment.
After a five year period a review was
conducted by the ICOPA in 2008 to
determine if their best practices and
operational standards had been maintained
since accreditation. Changes within the organization required the
department policy and procedure manual to be revised 250 times since
the first appraisal which necessitated a more intricate evaluation by the
assessors. The department was reaccredited in October of 2008 for
another five year period.
During 2011, the Professional Standards Committee of the Idaho Chiefs of Police Association
revised the accreditation program and made significant changes to the standards. Lt. James Fry
was appointed as the accreditation manager and through the administrative assistance provided
by Karen Potter, the department accreditation files were updated. Over a two-month time period
in 2013, the old files were replaced with new documentation which met the revised standards.
The on-site ICOPA assessment team found the department was in 100 percent compliance and
the department was awarded reaccreditation in June of 2013.
The assessment chiefs acknowledged the expert attention to our process and requested Lt. James
Fry to join as an accreditation assessor as part of the ICOPA. Since June, Lt. Fry has participated
in two accreditation on-site audits with the Post Falls Police Department and the Coeur d’Alene
Police Department.
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• POLICE RESERVE OFFICER PROGRAM
During 2013, the City Council approved funding
($10,000) to commence a police officer reserve program.
This volunteer program was established as a service to
aid and supplement the mission of the police department.
The Police Reserve Program may be used to provide
support in all applicable aspects of law enforcement
based on the qualifications and skills of the Reserve
officer to benefit both the department and the City of
Moscow when a need arises.
The Level I Reserve Officer will function under the authority of the Chief of Police and through
the Operations Division Commander. The Operations Division Commander assigned Corporal
Art Lindquist as the Reserve Coordinator and Corporal Casey Green as the Assistant
Coordinator. A department policy and job description was created to establish guidelines for the
program and to determine eligibility for the selection process.
Membership in the Police Reserve Officer Program is open to anyone who is at least twenty-one
(21) years old and meets the Idaho Police Officers Standards and Training (P.O.S.T.)
requirements for a reserve officer:










Must be appointed by a recognized Idaho law enforcement agency.
Within one (1) year after first being appointed, complete the certification process by
the POST Council.
Complete and submit a Level 1 Reserve packet to the
POST Academy.
Complete a POST certified Level 1 Reserve academy (233
hrs. of training)
Complete 17 prescribed training CD’s.
Pass the Level 1 Reserve Test in one hour with a 75% score.
After passing the Level 1 Reserve Test, the certification will be issued 6 months after the
officer’s hire date.
To retain certification, the reserve must satisfactorily complete forty (40) hours of continuing
training related to law enforcement every two (2) calendar years.
Work one hundred twenty (120) hours annually in a peace officer capacity to retain
certification.

Upon retirement, Corporal Dan Foreman assumed the duties of a Level I
Reserve Officer on September 2, 2013 as our first volunteer. Starting in
October, the department started the recruitment process and began marketing
the program. On November 19th ten (10) applicants completed the written
civil service test and the same ten (10) participated in a physical agility test
on December 7th. On December 14th seven (7) applicants were interviewed
with four (4) selected to proceed to the background investigation process to
determine final eligibility.
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The department is planning to enroll these four applicants, upon successful completion of the
background process, in the March 1, 2014 Reserve Academy. Upon graduating from the
Reserve Academy on June 14th, volunteers will be provided with department purchased
equipment as funding allows and those so fully equipped will begin the field training program.

In closing, 2013 was a year of opportunities for extraordinary accomplishments. Through the
industrious efforts of the exceptional staff in all divisions of the department we were able to meet
many strategic goals and introduce additional community policing programs.

David J. Duke
Chief of Police

Protecting our Community with Commitment, Honor, & Integrity
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PAUL KWIATKOWSKI
The Operations Division is responsible for responding to all
calls for service, patrol functions, the Field Training Officer
Program, roll call training, crime prevention, bicycle patrol
and the traffic motor unit. At the end of 2013, this division
was staffed with one lieutenant, three sergeants, five corporals
and sixteen officers. Patrol officers worked ten-hour shifts to
provide twenty-four hour community policing to area
residents.

The Operations Division is the
largest and most visible
division in the department. It
is comprised of 21 officers who
provide around-the-clock
services to the City of Moscow
as well assisting the Campus
Division with law enforcement
support to the University of
Idaho.

Day Shift:

6 A.M. to 4 P.M.

Swing Shift:

4 P.M. to 2 P.M.

Graveyard Shift:

8 P.M. to 6 A.M.

The Operations Division incorporated a variety of specialized
approaches while patrolling the City of Moscow. Officers
patrolled the City with ten marked police vehicles and the
bicycle-trained officers pedaled over 400 bike mails. Officers
conducted 34,930 business checks and made 8,872 citizen
contacts.

• SHIFT SERGEANTS

SGT. DAN
BRUCE

SGT. JOHN
LAWRENCE

SGT. TYSON
BERRETT

LIEUTENANT
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• STATISTICS
During 2013, the Moscow Police Department generated 12,438 case numbers. Officers made
5,339 traffic stops and issued 983 uniform citations for traffic offenses. Officers issued another
682 uniform citations for criminal offenses. There were a total of 53 arrests for individuals
driving under the influence of alcohol and/or drugs. Lastly, patrol officers issued 948 parking
citations. The following table is prioritized based on the type of service required:
TYPE OF INCIDENT
RESPONSES
Loud Noise Complaints:
625
Suspicious/Prowler Calls
797
Accident Calls:
710
Business Alarms:
380
Disturbance/Fight Calls:
969
Animal Related Calls:
916
Traffic Hazards:
148
Theft/Shoplifter Calls:
553
Parking Complaints:
299
Ambulance/Medical Calls:
58
Mental Health Transports:
58
Vehicle Impounds/Releases:
105
Malicious Injury/Vandalism:
211
Abandon Vehicles:
166
U of I Related Calls:
1452
Civil Calls:
414
Fire Alarms/Calls
161
Welfare Checks:
437

TYPE OF INCIDENT
RESPONSES
Trespassing Calls:
284
Agency Assists:
220
Burglary Calls:
374
Domestics/CPOR Violations:
304
911 Hang-up Calls:
269
Found Property:
460
Threatening/Harassing Calls:
284
VIN Checks:
183
Traffic Offenses:
539
Drug-Related calls:
251
ID Checks:
28
Fraud/Forgery Calls:
174
Alcohol Offenses:
229
Runaway/Missing Persons:
55
Firearm Offenses:
61
Stolen/Recovered Vehicles:
39
Intoxicated Persons:
86
Sex Offense Calls:
25

Officers responded to 710 reports of traffic collisions
during 2013. Two hundred and fifty of these accidents
met the guidelines for State Accident Reports. Of the 250
state-reportable accidents, 37 resulted in injuries
requiring a medical response. The estimated total
property damage for the 208 accidents exceeded
$375,000.00.
Officers arrested
45 suspects on felony charges. One hundred and fiftyfour were incarcerated on misdemeanor charges, 53 of
these were for driving under the influence, and 101
individuals were apprehended for arrest warrants issued
throughout the United States.
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Officers wrote 983 traffic citations in 2013. The following graph illustrates the type of
citation issued:
10000

1000
100
10
1
Traffic
Stops
5339

Moving
Non
351
Moving
594

Safety
Belt 38

DUI 53

Parking
948

Warnings given by officers indicate educational discretion was applied to 78 percent of all traffic
violator interactions.

• TRAFFIC/MOTOR UNIT
The mission of the traffic unit is to address traffic
issues using education, environmental issues,
engineering, and enforcement. This past year Cpl.
Krasselt was assigned as the traffic officer. He
continued to work in conjunction with the Idaho
Transportation Department traffic enforcement
programs. In 2013, the department participated in
ten ITD mobilizations, receiving grant funding of
$21,058. This funding is pivotal to enhance the
department’s efforts in facilitating the safe and
efficient movement of vehicular, bicycle and
pedestrian traffic throughout the City.

• FIELD TRAINING OFFICER PROGRAM
Our Field Training Program is constructed to blend training acquired at the Peace Officers
Standards and Training Academy with the commitments and obligations of an officer assigned to
patrol duty. The police recruit is assigned to 16 weeks of extensive training and evaluation by
Field Training Officers. The recruits are critiqued daily on their performance in 31 divergent
fields.
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In 2013 Officers Gunderson and Running successfully completed this Field Training Program.

Officers involved in the Field Training
Program were:
Sgt. Bruce
Sgt. Berrett
Ofc. Swanson
Ofc. Cothren

Sgt. Lawrence
Cpl. Green
Ofc. Waters
Ofc. Hathaway

• NEW MEMBER
Officer Jason House joined the Operations Division in
September 2013 as a new officer. He grew up in Deary and as a
military veteran served three years in the Army with tours in Iraq
before returning back to
Moscow to attend the UI.
He graduated from the
University of Idaho with a
Bachelor’s
Degree
in
Sociology in May of this
year. Jason graduated from
the POST Academy in
December and was awarded
special recognition in the
Firearms
Sharpshooter
category. He also served as
class vice president and commencement speaker for the
graduation ceremony. We are very pleased to have Jason as
part of our team.
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• BIKE OFFICER PROGRAM
At the end of 2013 the department had six dedicated officers trained for bike patrol who pedaled
over 400 miles. These officers are not only great ambassadors for the department but for the
community as well. This program is a proven asset to the department. Bike officers gave safety
talks to community organizations, participated in the annual “Officer Newbill Kid’s Safety Fair”
and provided dedicated security to special events. Bike patrol officers included:







Sgt. Danny Bruce
Officer Vargas
Officer Knickerbocker
Cpl. Green
Officer Waters
Sgt. Berrett

Paul Kwiatkowski
Paul Kwiatkowski, Lieutenant
Operations Division Commander
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JAMES FRY
During 2013 the Support Services Division was supervised
by Lt. James Fry. The Services Division supported the
Chief in planning, directing, and organizing the operations
of the police department. Lt. Fry had direct supervision
over the Records Unit, Parking Enforcement, Animal
Control, the School Resource Officer and Detectives.

The Services Division’s
mission is to provide a
professional quality service to
community members, people
visiting the City of Moscow,
other city entities and the
other divisions within the
Moscow Police Department.
The Services Division strives to
accomplish this by
implementing the five core
values of the Moscow Police
Department; Excellence,
Integrity, Pride, Compassion
and Service.

The Division continues to remain active in local,
collaborative community activities. Operational partners for
2013 included the Child Abuse Task Force, A Child is
Missing Incorporated, National Tactical Officers
Association, National Animal Control Association, Latah
County Local Emergency Planning Committee, Law
Enforcement Information Exchange, Rocky Mountain
Information Network, Idaho Internet Crimes Against
Children Task Force, Volunteers in Police Services, Latah
County Violence Response Task Force, Latah Youth
Advisory Council, Region II Critical Incident Task Force
and the Quad-Cities Drug Task Force.

LIEUTENANT
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Functional areas handled by Lt. Fry this year
included coordination of officer training;
background
and
internal
investigations;
supervision of the special response team;
management of and range master for the 6.34
acre firearms training facility; and oversight of
the School Resource Officer position. During the
calendar year, Lt. Fry scheduled and processed
forty specialized training schools which
accounted for over 1400 hours of training. Of
these trainings, six were leadership schools
attended by 15 supervisors that encompassed subject matter across a spectrum of first line
supervision to executive development which amounted to over 240 training hours. Detectives
participated in over 120 hours of training in investigative schools to gain knowledge and improve
expertise in managing and examination of felony incidents. Other examples of departmental
training include, but are not limited to, fifteen field patrol schools which were attended by 26
officers and included education on
interview and interrogation; over 60 law
enforcement personnel attending the
Ethics for law enforcement course,
brought to the area by the Moscow Police
Department; officer-attended motorcycle
instruction; street crimes and survival;
emergency vehicle operations; drug
interdiction; field training; EVOC;
firearms; and Amber Alert procedures.

At the end of 2013, this office was staffed with a lieutenant, one detective sergeant, two
detectives, one school resource officer, one records supervisor, two records technicians, two
parking enforcement specialists, one code enforcement officer, one disabled parking enforcement
volunteer and one volunteer front lobby receptionist.
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• INVESTIGATIONS UNIT
In 2013, The Moscow Police Detectives Unit underwent
substantial changes in both personnel and technological
capabilities. Detective Sergeant Bruce Fager continued to
supervise the unit which is comprised of two detectives and a
sergeant. Sgt. Fager has done an impeccable job developing,
training and mentoring several young detectives within this Unit.
He has done more with fewer resources and personnel to the
benefit of the Police Department; the City of Moscow; and, most
importantly, the citizens of Moscow.
The Unit actively conducted 189 total investigations in 2013.
Eighty-one were forensic examinations of electronic devices (cell
phones, computers, cameras, and gaming devices), which marked
a significant shift in evidence collection. Comparatively
speaking, we conducted only twenty-two cell phone and
computer forensic investigations were in 2012. Once again the Unit undertook investigations
involving murder, rapes, robberies, sexual abuse, assaults, drugs,
and burglaries, among others.
In January 2013, Officer Shields assumed computer and cell
phone forensic investigations from Det. Gleason who left the
MPD for a position as Undersheriff with Nez Perce County
Sheriff’s Department. After recognizing the importance in
gathering electronic evidence, the Moscow Police Department
invested heavily in Det. Shields in order to recover capabilities
lost with Det. Gleason’s departure. Det. Shields subsequently
received extensive training in cell phone and computer forensics
throughout 2013 while the department continued to invest in
software and hardware. His skills are now an integral part of most
criminal investigations.
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Nearly every major crime now involves some sort of
electronic evidence. Our changing culture dictates that we
possess the necessary technology, tools, and abilities to collect
and analyze this electronic evidence. Online predators, drug
dealers, burglars, thieves, stalkers, and the general criminal
element almost all use some form of electronic device for
communication. In order to adequately investigate cases and
remain on the cutting edge, we have committed to supporting
technological awareness.
The value of MPD computer forensics abilities are rapidly
being recognized on the Palouse as the demand for this type of
technology grows. The Moscow PD detectives are quickly
setting the standard other law enforcement agencies will have to follow to keep up. In 2013, the
MPD detectives were able to provide support to a number of critical cases with Latah County
Sheriff’s Office, Pullman Police Department, Probation and Parole, Department of Homeland
Security, Quad Cities Drug Task Force, FBI, and Latah Co. Prosecutor’s Office.
In May 2013, Det. Keen rotated back to patrol and Officer Green
rotated into Detectives. Throughout the summer of 2013 Officer
Green gained the experience necessary to efficiently conduct
complicated investigations. As he was building momentum, he was
promoted to corporal when an opportunity arose. After his
promotion he rotated back to patrol, thereby leaving a vacancy in
the Unit. Officer Hathaway was moved into detectives in
September 2013. These changes in personnel created a significant
deficit in efficiency and production. To Detective Hathaway’s
credit, he has gained a vast amount of experience in a short time and
is already part of a high profile homicide investigation as well as
numerous other felony cases.
The Moscow Police Department has been an active participant in the ICAC (Internet Crimes
Against Children) program in the State over the years. We recognize the importance of this
program to the City and surrounding areas. With the changes in personnel in 2013, we were
unable to meet any of our obligations to the program that allows for proactive identification and
investigation of sexual predators. Despite the deficit in training and commitment to the program
due to personnel changes, detectives were able to
identify three sexual predators threatening our
community and took the appropriate action to bring
them to justice.
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The substantial increase in assignments to detectives and
amount of felony-level referrals was noted in a report
issued by the Latah County Prosecutor who saw more than
a 140% increase. Much of the increase is being felt by our
detectives who are doing more with less by having to
dedicate one of three people to cyber-crime. Technology
alone has changed how we move into the future. The
demands for software, hardware, and specialized training
are changing almost as fast as technology itself. Last year
marked a shift in how we approach criminal investigation
in the future. Going forward into 2014 and beyond will
take a quantum change to keep up. Despite the personnel
difficulties we experienced in 2013, our detective division
seeks the truth in every case in order to protect the rights
of everyone. We will stay on the cutting edge and set the example throughout the Palouse in
order to give our citizens and the University of Idaho the protection and service they desire.
The Moscow Police Detectives Unit has embraced the five core values of the police department
and uses these values to guide them in their pursuit of justice.
 Excellence:
Our department members strive for excellence in
everything they do. Through encouragement, empowerment, and
teamwork we endeavor to exceed expectations of those we are sworn to
serve. Leading by example, we stand committed to exceptional service
by unswerving effort, inspiring attitude, and progressive problem
solving approaches.
 Pride: Police work is a noble undertaking. We believe we make a
difference in our community and take great pride in our
accomplishments. Our members exhibit creativity, confidence, and
courage in meeting the daily challenges of our chosen profession.
 Compassion: The people we serve are individuals who possess the full
range of human strengths, weaknesses and needs. Each member of the Moscow Police
Department places a high value on being in the people business. We realize that every contact
is unique and that we do not always see citizens in the most favorable conditions. We will
express concern and empathy for those who need our services.
 Integrity: We recognize that we are employed in
positions of trust, responsibility and expectation in
our community. We hold ourselves to an elevated
standard of conduct and only accept the highest levels
of honesty and ethical behavior on the part of all our
members. Our citizens deserve nothing less.
 Service: The primary function of the Moscow Police
Department is to serve the public. We are committed
to delivering responsive, innovative and courteous
service in an impartial manner. We encourage
community input and participation in our delivery of
police services.
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• RECORDS MANAGEMENT
Records Supervisor Jackie Lovell managed 12,385 case records
during 2013. During this time the department recorded 68 new
bike licenses and issued 55 dog licenses. Through the follow up
of false business alarms, the Records Section was able to recover
$2,945.00 for expenses in responding to malfunctioning or
employee error alarms. The records technicians are responsible
for public service assistance through the front lobby. Tim
Smalldridge and Kirstin Meyer provide exceptional customer
service in this function.
The front lobby service hours are from 8 am to 5 pm, Monday
through Friday. Services offered by our records technicians
include phone inquiries and transfers; freedom of information
requests; receiving and recording parking citations and fines;
processing false alarms; tracking abandoned and towed vehicles;
balancing the cash register receipts; criminal history checks; Idaho Law Enforcement
Telecommunication System (ILETS) entries and purges; NIBRS statistical reporting; and posting
the daily press log.
Tim and Kirstin
also perform
numerous other
record keeping
duties as well
as managing a
myriad of
requests by
department
members and
the public.
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Our volunteer program consisted of one front lobby attendant and one disabled parking
enforcement volunteer. These volunteers, Sis Anderson and Dennis Cochrane, devoted 191
volunteer hours to serving our community and our department by their participation in this
program. Jackie Lovell supervises all the data entry into our Spillman records system and
forwards all our information to the Idaho State Police which generates our criminal statistics.

•2013 PRELIMINARY CRIME DATA – Moscow Police Department
ARREST REPORTING

Clearance Rate

31.9%

Hate Crime Incidents
Law Officers Assaulted

0
4

Group "A"

OFFENSE REPORTING
Offenses
Reported

Group "A"

Murder
Negligent Manslaughter
Rape
Robbery
Aggravated Assault
Burglary
Larceny
Motor Vehicle Theft
Arson
Simple Assault
Intimidation
Bribery
Counterfeiting/Forgery
Vandalism
Drug/Narcotics Violation
Drug Equipment Violation
Embezzlement
Extortion/Blackmail
Fraud
Gambling
Kidnapping
Pornography
Prostitution
Sodomy
Sexual Assault w/Object
Fondling
Incest
Statutory Rape
Stolen Property
Weapon Law Violation
Total Group "A"

Offenses
Cleared

1
0
6
2
14
112
613
27
4
90
0
0
5
229
99
78
3

1
0
3
1
11
10
125
2
1
78
0
0
0
27
83
73
1

0
67
0
1
2
0
2
3
1
0
1
1
10
1,371

0
6
0
0
2
0
2
2
1
0
1
0
7
437

Prepared by Idaho State Police, Bureau of Criminal Identification,
Uniform Crime Reporting Unit 02/13/14
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Adult

Total
Arrests

Juvenile

Murder
Negligent Manslaughter
Rape
Robbery
Aggravated Assault
Burglary
Larceny
Motor Vehicle Theft
Arson
Simple Assault
Intimidation
Bribery
Counterfeiting/Forgery
Vandalism
Drug/Narcotics Violations
Drug Equipment Violations
Embezzlement
Extortion/Blackmail
Fraud
Gambling
Kidnapping
Pornography
Prostitution
Sodomy
Sexual Assault w/Object
Fondling
Incest
Statutory Rape
Stolen Property
Weapon Law Violation
Total Group "A" Arrests

1
0
0
1
9
7
105
4
0
55
0
0
0
22
79
25
1
0
2
0
0
1
0
1
0
2
0
0
0
2
317

0
0
0
1
2
1
10
1
0
3
0
0
1
0
6
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
29

1
0
0
2
11
8
115
5
0
58
0
0
1
22
85
28
1
0
2
0
0
1
0
1
0
2
0
0
0
3
346

Group "B" Arrests
Bad Checks
Curfew/Vagrancy
Disorderly Conduct
DUI
Drunkenness
Family Offense-nonviolent
Liquor Law Violation
Peeping Tom
Runaways
Trespass
All Other Offenses
Total Group "B" Arrests
Total Arrests

1
0
36
64
0
3
119
0
0
28
129
380
697

0
0
1
0
0
0
8
0
3
1
8
21
50

1
0
37
64
0
3
127
0
3
29
137
401
747
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• PROPERTY AND EVIDENCE MANAGEMENT
In her fifth year as Property Manager, Mariah Atkinson booked 2,712
pieces of property into our Property Room. She released 697 pieces
of property to responsible parties while destroying 4,711 items of
contraband. One hundred twenty seven pieces of evidence were sent
to Idaho state crime labs for forensic examination. She prepared 19
items for viewing for either legal proceedings or identification and
copied 285 video/audio cassettes for court officials.
The Division organized three internet-based
auctions during the year. The spring online
auction occurred on April 23- May 30 with
130 items auctioned, generating $17,148.36
in revenue after expenses. The summer auction occurred on July 23July 30 and generated $3,317.06 in revenue from 95 items. The winter
auction occurred on November 19-November 26, generating $8,314.09
from 193 items. The total revenue generated from the three auctions
was $28,779.51. The online process continues to demonstrate a more efficient use of resources
to dispose of surplus property while bringing in added revenues for the General Fund.
Mariah is also tasked with overseeing prescription drug drop-off and ensuring the medications
are properly destroyed, thereby assisting our community in disposal of these drugs. Mariah
oversaw the collection of approximately 429 pounds of prescription medications for destruction.
Mariah is cross training with Records Supervisor Jackie Lovell and through their assiduous
efforts deliver competent records and evidence management services.

• PARKING ENFORCEMENT
Diane Erickson has been with Parking Enforcement for nine years and
is a valued employee. Diane is very experienced in all parking
problems and continues to educate the public and use enforcement
strategies to resolve all parking issues. For several months last year
Diane was the only Parking Enforcement Specialist in the Unit. Diane
is appreciated for her hard work at maintaining the parking duties and
keeping up with the demands of the position.
Bill Brocklesby joined the parking enforcement team in September of
2012 and transferred to a new assignment within the Services Division
in November 2013.
For fiscal year 2013, revenues for parking fines and vehicle boots totaled $178,606. Another
$20,016 was collected for parking permits. We continued to use the “Credit Bureau” in Lewiston
as our collection agency for overdue parking citations. During the year they were successful in
collecting $6,399 for parking citations past due more than six months. Over the past year,
revenues for 48-hour parking totaled $2,200. The City of Moscow continued to utilize the green
parking permit system. By doing this the city has improved parking availability in the downtown
area to business owners, their employees and customers. This has resulted in an affordable
parking solution.
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The two automated parking ticketers continue to be very efficient by
digitally downloading citations into the AIMS computer software
which saves time on data entry. The ticketers have been a benefit to the
record technicians by saving on paper costs, and reducing entry errors.
Flyers were placed on any vehicle parked on a designated snow route in
2013. Due to the lack of snow in 2013, problems related to snow
removal were alleviated. Diane and Bill have been very proactive
about patrolling year round for abandoned vehicles and long term
parking, which has reduced the number of disabled and unwanted
vehicles. During the summer of 2013, parking enforcement continued
to address additional parking issues dealing with campers and trailers
on City streets. Through education and cooperation of the citizens of
Moscow the total number of violations has been reduced to a
manageable number.

• CODE ENFORCEMENT
Bill Brocklesby assumed Code Enforcement Officer duties in
November 2013. Chris Gilbertson left the police department for a
deputy sheriff’s position with Latah County, and Bill Hickman
provided service as the Code Enforcement Officer for a short
period. Bill Brocklesby has learned quickly and his
responsibilities focus on animal cases, with an emphasis on code
violations pertaining to dogs. Two other areas of value to the
community as a result of the Code Enforcement Officer’s efforts
are handling weed and sidewalk snow removal complaints.
During 2013 the Code Enforcement Officer responded or assisted
in 905 animal-related calls. Of those, 38 were related to vicious
dog incidents. In addition to animal incidents, the code
enforcement officer responded to 46 weed complaints and 185 abandoned bicycle retrievals. A
separate responsibility performed exceptionally by the Code Enforcement Officer is deployment
of our radar trailer throughout the City. Bill provides additional service to the City as a volunteer
paramedic. He continues to establish himself as a valued employee to the citizens of Moscow as
a servant volunteer who truly cares about the City, its employees and its citizens.
The department continues to work in a partnership
through a personal services agreement with the
Humane Society of the Palouse. The City of
Moscow supports the Animal Shelter with fiscal
funds to keep the shelter functional. For fiscal year
2012/2013, the City of Moscow distributed
$44,550.00 to support personnel costs for the
Humane Society with $5650 allocated for shelter
utilities. Sanitation expenses were set at $3,255, and $5,000 was spent for building maintenance.
This year the Animal Shelter took in 283 cats and 461 dogs. The shelter was able to return 27
cats and 225 dogs to their owners. In addition, 224 cats and 119 dogs were adopted.
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• SCHOOL RESOURCE/CRIME PREVENTION OFFICER
In 2013 Officer Phil Gray continued as the Crime Prevention and
School Resource Officer. The School Resource Officer position
endeavors to be a valuable asset to our community and to the
Moscow School District. As our Crime Prevention Officer this past
year, Officer Gray spearheaded the department’s Thirteenth Annual
Citizens Police Academy. He was also a key player in the annual
“Officer Newbill Kids Safety Fair.” He has continued to provide
presentations to community organizations, make public service
announcements, and prepare press releases to keep our community
informed about specific topics related to crime prevention. Officer
Gray is in partnership with the Latah Youth Advocacy Council, Idaho
Crime Prevention Association, Alive at 25, Green Dot, and Latah
County Youth Probation. Officer Gray’s expertise as a Drug Recognition Examiner and his
involvement in these educational programs has given school staff, students, parents and
community members a better understanding of the risks faced today.

• MOSCOW POLICE CHAPLAINCY PROGRAM
The department recognizes the need for a chaplain or member of the clergy to provide
counseling, spiritual guidance and guidance to members, their families, and to citizens in our
community. This program is incorporated into our department as a technical reserve position, a
resource to be called upon to provide assistance and support when required. The primary
mission of the Chaplaincy Program is to provide spiritual guidance, counseling, education,
training, and nonsectarian functions. Chaplains will serve those in need during emergencies,
which strengthens the service provided by the department to the community. An on-call
chaplain will provide assistance in such areas as:







Domestic disturbances;
Bereavement counseling;
Lonely and/or despondent persons;
Death messages;
Suicide attempts; and
Alcohol and drug abuse.

The Chaplaincy program has proven to be an invaluable resource to the Moscow Police
Department, the community and surrounding areas. Their dedication of service is highly valued.
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• WHITCOM COMMUNICATIONS CENTER

The City continued its seventh year of
contracting all dispatching and E-911
responsibilities
with
the
Whitcom
Communications Center in Pullman,
Washington.
The
City
expended
$481,015.00 for fiscal year 2013 for police
and fire dispatching services. Another
$13,130 was paid to support Whitcom’s
access to the Idaho State Police for ILETS
functions.
The partnership with Whitcom has provided the community of Moscow
and the University of Idaho with advanced support in many technical
fields. Whitcom employs a mapping system which provides dispatchers
with overhead pictures of the addresses in question. They also use a
geographical information system (GIS) for Moscow in conjunction with
the local cellular telephone companies for locating cell phone calls. All
cellular vendors are Phase II compliant which gives dispatchers the ability
to pinpoint a 911 cell phone call within 300-foot proximity of the cell
phone. In the upcoming year Whitcom is working on the next generation of receiving texts and
pictures through the 911 system.
A City staff representative meets once a month with the Whitcom Executive Board to provide
liaison in dispatch matters, while making recommendations for improvements. City Supervisor
Gary Riedner is the City of Moscow ex-official board member and works closely with other
executive board members.

James Fry, Jr.
James Fry, Jr., Lieutenant
Services Division Commander
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DAVE LEHMITZ
The Campus Division is comprised of two Campus
Community Policing Officers: Cpl. Art Lindquist and Officer
Shawn Cothren. When Officer Bill Shields transferred back
to investigations in January, Officer Shawn Cothren joined
the team as a Campus Community Policing Officer. Officers
assigned to the Campus Division are selected from officers
within the Moscow Police Department who desire to be part
of the campus effort. In 2013, the Campus Division was
commanded by Lt. Dave Lehmitz. The Campus Division
operates from the Commons Building located in the core of
the University of Idaho campus.
The Campus Division of the
Moscow Police Department
provides police services to the
campus community and serves
as the liaison between the
University of Idaho and the
Moscow Police Department. The
goal of the Campus Division is
to develop an active community
policing partnership with
students, staff, faculty, and
Administration of the
University of Idaho. This
partnership ensures the
University of Idaho campus is a
safe and fun place to study,
work, live and recreate.

The Moscow Police Department and the University of Idaho
continue its commitment to a stronger response to sexual
assaults and alcohol abuse. Campus Officers worked in
conjunction with University Student Affairs, Greek Life, and
violence prevention programs by giving numerous awareness
presentations to incoming freshman students. The Campus
Division also continued providing internships through the
Justice Studies Program. Other successes were policing
special events including Vandal football, Vandal basketball, a
John Macklemore concert, the Ninth Circuit Court of
Appeals hearings at the UI Law School, and the world
famous Lionel Hampton Jazz Festival.

•LINDQUIST
CAMPUS OFFICERS

CPL. ART
LINDQUIST

OFC. BILL
SHIELDS

OFC. SHAWN
COTHREN

LIEUTENANT
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A key duty of the Campus Division is the maintenance of
a safe campus environment. Crime statistics gathered in
2013 reveal the University of Idaho remained an
exceedingly safe campus. The low crime rate at the
University of Idaho is the direct result of the continued
interaction between the Moscow Police Department,
students, faculty, staff, and Administration of the
University of Idaho. Campus Division personnel will
continue to work closely with everyone on campus to
preserve the University of Idaho as one of the safest
residential campuses in the country.
On January 14, 2014, SAFEWISE, a safety consulting firm whose mission is to review safety
and security, announced the University of Idaho as one of four western colleges (University of
Denver, Oregon State University and Montana State University) that were bringing safety back
to the campus environment. To quote SAFEWISE:
“The Office of Public Safety and Security performs regular, visible patrols, checks
all campus buildings, provides Safe Walk services to all members of the university
community and sponsors activities like “Take Back the Night” “Stop the Hate”
and the “Green Dot Program,” which focuses on personal responsibility to act
rather than simply standing by while a crime or other emergency happens.
Recently the “I Got Your Back” campaign was launched to encourage students to
take care of each other to keep the college community safe and crime-free. This
campaign addresses all areas of campus life from emergency responses and
violence prevention to mental health and alcohol and drug use.”
We join in commending the University of Idaho for
receiving this exceptional recognition. As a
contributing partner, we stand dedicated to continue
to enrich public safety and education services to the
University faculty, staff and students both on campus
and in our community.

Dave Lehmitz
David Lehmitz, Lieutenant
Campus Division Commander
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